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The pigs �ee Finland with 
eggs in hand and the birds 
are in hot pursuit. They 
blaze a confusing path of 
destruction across Europe. 
After many stops to visit 
with old relatives and view 
historical landmarks they 
jump the pond. North 
America will never be the 
same.

After hours in customs, the 
birds and pigs arrive in New 
York. Their battle�elds 
pepper the continent like 
birdshot. Tired and weary 
they take a few days to soak 
up some rays in the 
Carribean before continu-
ing southward...

The pigs get momentary 
respite from the birds and 
schedule a meeting in Rio 
to get weapons training 
from the marmosets. After 
a brief tutorial on 
snout-to-beak combat and 
a raucous pep-talk, the 
birds arrive and carnage 
ensues...

The pigs and birds arrive in 
South Africa and leave a 
wake of destruction behind 
them as they head north. 
After enduring scorching 
desert, the birds become 
distracted by the Riddle of 
the Sphinx...

The pigs �ee across the 
Suez.

While the battle spreads 
across Asia, the birds and 
pigs contact Guinness to 
report their battle atop 
Mount Everest. After 
blasting a hole through the 
Great Wall, the birds catch 
up to the pigs in Tokyo...

Island-hopping across the 
Paci�c and marveling at the 
Great Barrier Reef, the birds 
and pigs regain their heads 
in the Great Victoria Desert. 
"Great, more heat"... 

The pigs are pinned, 
backed into a corner. The 
only place to go is.... South. 
Brrrrrrr

The birds are grinning with 
excitement. Not only is 
victory looming, but they 
found another �ightless 
bird! While the pigs hide in 
penguin suits, no ice on 
Earth can stop the birds...

The battle rages on!
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